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Matrix Series suffixed d/e/f, recorded by William Conrad Gaisberg et al.

Introduction.

The files contained on this disc cover the bulk of the recording activities of Will Gaisberg from 1903
until his death in 1918, during the influenza epidemic which followed the Great War.  He arrived in
London at the end of May, 1901 and worked in collaboration with his brother Fred and with Sinkler
Darby.  In those days there were no lettered series to identify who had made a particular recording and
in order to tell which records had been made by Fred and which by Will, it is necessary to examine
each pressing and to look for the initials of the expert responsible.  Fred used his initials G or FG while
Will used either his initials WCG or the shorter G2.

After  the  purchase  of  the  International  Zonophone  Company in  1903 the  then  current  system of
identifying waxes  and metals  by use of  a  matrix  number  became unwieldy because of  the  many
different ad hoc matrix series involved and virtually unworkable and it became necessary to develop a
systematic approach which would be logically structured and simple to understand and which would
be sufficiently flexible to allow for any future increase in staff.  The new system must have been
invented in 1903 and was put into effect in January, 1904.  It seems probable that Will Gaisberg was
the inventor of this new system, and certainly in his later years with the Company he was more an
organiser and administrator than a recording expert, but no firm evidence has been found to date to
confirm that the new system of lettered “triplets” of what were called “indicating letters” (indicating
the name o
f the expert who cut each wax) was really his idea.

An examination of the contents of the early parts of the d/e/f triplet shows what some of the problems
were and the solutions which were arrived at.  The first part of each series, recorded from September,
1903 was part of the old ad hoc numbering system.  Will was sent off to Milan (with a visit to Zürich
during the trip) and, since some sort of identification was essential, he decided (or was told) to put the
letters CON before the matrix numbers of any records he made for the Gramophone and the letters
RAD before the matrix numbers of any records he made for the Zonophone.  Note that Conrad was
Will’s middle name!  This might have been satisfactory if Will  had been making only one size of
record but in fact he was making all three sizes, so it was decided that CON1 to CON99 would be used
for 7" records, CON100 to CON499 for 10" and CON500 and upwards for 12" and similarly with
RAD.  For some reason best known to himself, Will then started his 7" series in Zürich with CON20
and proceded as far as CON142 , all 7", while at the same time numbering his 10" from CON100 and
his 12" records from CON500, finally reaching as far as CON750.

Nothing is known of the confusion which must have arisen from this, but it does show why a new
system of matrix numbering had become essential.  The new system, whoever designed it, was an
excellent piece of work, simple in concept and capable of infinite expansion.  Fred Gaisberg, as senior
expert was given the letters a, b and c – one for each size of record.  Will Gaisberg then took d, e and f
and Sinkler Darby was given g, h and i, although he had been appointed long before Will arrived.  No
system, however, is proof against human error and a large error made its appearance in September,
1905.  By this time, Fred’s 12" suffix-c series had reached 525c.  One or other of the brothers recorded
the band of the Coldstream Guards and then both went together to Crag-y-Nos in Wales to record the
great Adelina Patti.



The records were listed in Fred’s numerical series, beginning at 528 (Coldstream) and 537 (Patti) but
were lettered as if they belonged in Will’s triplet, with the suffix f.  Fred then went off to Milan, where
he started with 526c, while Will continued in London before travelling out to India where this new f
series eventually reached 893f.  Thus the f series reached 893f, reverted to 525f and then ran as far as
1840f.  Although so many numbers were used twice, the earlier metals would show the prefix CON
while the later ones would be marked f.  To avoid this duplication after CON750 (the highest CON),
the numbers were each increased by 1000.   This does not  seem to have happened with European
recordings but Indian and other metals from 614f and upwards became 1614f and upwards.

There is one other curious point.  In January, 1908 when the very last few 7" records were made, they
were numbered from 1d to 17d.  It seems as though, when the shells and labelling details of Japanese
and Korean records were sent to The Victor Company in 1907, somebody included Will Gaisberg’s
recording book in the parcel, so that nobody knew exactly where the series ended (at 3213d to be
precise).   Somebody remembered,  however,  that  Will  had not used CON1 to Con19 so that  these
numbers were not wasted after all.  That must have given somebody great satisfaction!

In the early days, as can be seen from the listings themselves, Will Gaisberg led the normal life of an
itinerant expert but by about 1908 it becomes noticeable that his role was changing.  He was not only
in charge of the London recording sessions, but seems to have been responsible also for the travels of
his colleagues, including Fred Gaisberg, and all the itineraries for the experts seem to have been made
by Will himself.  In 1910 it was he who wrote to the Board of the Company suggesting that his own
indicating letters should in future represent the London studio and that  matrix numbers should be
prefixed by the indicating letters of whoever was in charge of the studio at the time.  Thus from 1911 it
is possible to see that Will’s actual recordings were few in number, with the presence of associate
experts allowing him time to get on with his other and more important duties as a senior executive.  In
1918 he made his last foreign trip, to France to make an actuality recording of the guns of the Royal
Artillery engaged in a gas shells bombardment.  He returned home only to become a victim of the
influenza epidemic.

His indicating letters continued to be used to show that the recording had been carried out in London,
and to give the name of the expert involved.  However, as time passed, it seems that the whole system
began to slacken.  This is shown by the continued use over quite long periods of the same letters, even
where the recording sheets give different names from those indicated.  Perhaps one expert was the
senior, responsible as Will had been for the whole team, and this may account for the anomalies.

In 1910 a new pair of matrix series was started in London.  These were prefixed HO and carried a
suffix to indicate the expert.  The HO stood for Head Office and over a period of time the work of the
two studios tended to allocate Gramophone recordings to HO and Zonophone recordings to suffix e.
By 1915 the recording sheets used in listing suffix-e and suffix-f records actually carried the heading
British Zonophone Company but the distinction was not rigid.

The documentation for these series is, as usual, incomplete.  In the EMI Archive there is a ledger
which from its appearance seems to be the only survivor from the period before the reorganisation of
1904.   It  had not been used, but was too expensive to throw away, which is  what seems to have
happened to the other ledgers from the period 1898 to 1904.  Subsequently a use was found for it and it
contains page after page of titles from Will Gaisberg’s CON series, arranged by matrix number.  The
entries are written in a rather immature hand by someone who does not speak Italian but is obviously
copying from handwritten Italian documents.  Apart from the heading at the start – September, 1903 –
there are no dates.  One can only speculate that some office junior, lacking work, was handed a pile of
loose papers and told to copy them into the book, since the records themselves were quite recent and
many were no doubt still live in the catalogue.  Unfortunately, other work must have been found for
him before  he  had  completed  his  task,  because  the  entries  tail  off  before  the  end  and  leave  us
wondering just what the blank spaces must have contained since the loose sheets have long since
disappeared and there are no other sources holding details of unused matrixes of this date.



A similar fate spoils the ends of the suffix-e and suffix-f series.  While these series were still active, the
recording sheets, carbons of Weekly Returns from the expert, were collected until there were enough
of them to warrent binding them with green cardboard.  Most of these “Green Books” have survived
and in them is a virtually complete record of every title made.  A gap in the entries seems to mean that
that wax was not cut or was broken, although the records recently discovered at the Royal College of
Music  and made by Sir  Henry  Wood (very  obviously  never  intended for  issue!)  do  carry  matrix
numbers which appear as blanks on the returns.

Recording sheets have survived as late as June 12 th, 1919 after which there are no more for either size
of record before the series ends in February, 1921.  After that, the Green Books continue with complete
listings in the Bb/Cc series which took the place of suffix-e and suffix-f.  One can only suppose that
the last sheets were too few to be worth binding and may have been kept loose inside the back cover of
the last volume, with the almost inevitable result of separation and ultimate loss.  For later details the
only source is the collection of published pressings, although it is possible that there may still be a few
matrix cards in the Index (and on the BIRS-EMI microfilm) which have not been noticed.

Note on Far Eastern Recordings.

A more detailed study of Indian recordings in general has been carried out by Michael Kinnear who
has so far published two volumes on the subject.  These are:

The Gramophone Company’s first Indian Recordings, 1899-1908,
(Published by Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1994, ISBN 81-7154-728-1 @ Rs.200);
The Gramophone Company’s Indian Recordings, 1908 to 1910
(Published by Bajakhana, Victoria, Australia, 2000, ISBN 0 9577355 0 2.

Will  Gaisberg’s  extension of  this  trip  to  include Rangoon in Burma,  Japan and Korea are  poorly
documented although the printed Burmese Catalogues have not yet been examined to see if they are
bilingual and contain entries in a western script.  Likewise the Victor Company’s files may contain
details of whatever material was shipped to New York in 1907.
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